Latin Language II.
1st year Pharmacy
Year 2016/2017, 2nd semester
Course Neptun code: GYLAT04P2
Teacher: Dr. Takácsné Tóth Emőke (EC room 312), Méhes Marianna
Contact: tothemoke@hotmail.com, mariannamehes@gmail.com
Course material: Pharmaceutical Latin II. (compiled by Dr. Takácsné Tóth Emőke)
Syllabus and minimum vocabulary requirement available at:
ilekt.med.unideb.hu

Week

Material to be covered

1

Revision, Anatomy of the GI tract

2

Gastrointestinal disorders; Declension 3

3

Declension of mixed declension adjectival phrases

4

Routes of administration; Effect-denoting expressions of the GI tract

5

Latin conjugation system; Imperatives and participles on prescriptions

6

Prescriptions related to the GI tract; Declension 4&5

7

Revision for the mid-term test

8

Respiratory system and related disorders

9

Latin diminutives and prefixes

10

Latin prepositions and the medications of the respiratory system

11

Skin (anatomy, related problems, action and use expressions, prescriptions)

12

Cardiovascular system

13

Prescribing suppositories in different forms

14

Revision for the end-term test

15

Evaluation and closing of the semester

Course description:
The second semester of Pharmaceutical Latin continues to teach and practise prescription writing
necessary for the Pharmaceutical Technology course. It introduces students to the basic terminology
of some body systems like the digestive and respiratory system, as well as the skin and the

cardiovascular system. Greek terminology is presented through the names of the most common
disorders related to the above systems, which is essential in students’ understanding of indications
and contraindications as well as side effects. Action and use words also come up in connection with
indications as well as the names of the Hungarian FoNo preparation names. Besides, the course
continues to present the grammar aspects necessary for prescription reading and writing, thus it
highlights the declensions not covered in the first semester, the Latin conjugation system with its
non-finite forms and the use of most common prefixes in everyday Pharmacy expressions and
preparation names. The main goal of the course is to make students able to write any prescription
found Formulae Normales without any difficulty.

Course requirements:
As the course is a practical, up to 2 classes may be missed. One single occasion can be made up with
another group provided the student asks and receives the consent of the other group’s teacher in email. Failure to do so leads to signature refused.
The course book is necessary for active class participation, therefore the lack of course book in the
class means a minus (similarly, chatting or inactive participation also lead to a minus). Students with
5 or more minuses cannot get a signature.
Students must sit for a mid-term test and an end-term test, the date and time of which is to be
announced by the teacher. Besides, students will be tested on the minimum vocabulary uploaded on
the website of the Language Department. Students must pass at least 8 out of the 10 quizzes,
otherwise they also have to take a test on the vocabulary of the course (along with the mid-term and
end-term test). Students who pass all the 10 quizzes get 5+5 extra points to be added to the result of
the tests. The final mark is given on the basis of the average of the two tests as follows. For further
detailed information on course requirements, please contact your teacher.

Grade
1 (fail)
2 (pass)
3 (satisfactory)
4 (good)
5 (excellent)

Percentage
1-59%
60-69%
70-79%
80-89%
90-100

